Belligerents could in principle avoid the ex post costs of conflict by revealing all private information about their violent capabilities and then calculating odds of success ex ante. Incentives to misrepresent private information for strategic gain, however, can cause miscalculations that lead to war. I argue some private information can lead to miscalculation not because it is purposefully misrepresented for strategic gain but because it is too decentralized to be easily revealed. I n 2010, almost nine years after Coalition Forces invaded Afghanistan, a team of U.S. bomb technicians were reverse engineering an improvised explosive device (IED) found there. Compared to other home-made explosives, the device was simple-and intentionally so. Having been constructed from wood, foam, and odorless explosives the device was extremely difficult to detect. Worse, the team was struggling to determine what chemicals were being used to trigger the main explosive charge. They had been stumped by Afghan IED-makers who had earlier been stumped by Coalition metal detectors and bomb dogs. Neither party could have foreseen the capabilities to which each side would respond, as such information could not emerge without actual warfare prompting it to be discovered. If war prompts this continuous back-andforth process of discovering new military capabilities, and if violence is restrained to the relatively low levels typical of an insurgency, how can the question of which belligerent is stronger be settled?
I n 2010, almost nine years after Coalition Forces invaded Afghanistan, a team of U.S. bomb technicians were reverse engineering an improvised explosive device (IED) found there. Compared to other home-made explosives, the device was simple-and intentionally so. Having been constructed from wood, foam, and odorless explosives the device was extremely difficult to detect. Worse, the team was struggling to determine what chemicals were being used to trigger the main explosive charge. They had been stumped by Afghan IED-makers who had earlier been stumped by Coalition metal detectors and bomb dogs. Neither party could have foreseen the capabilities to which each side would respond, as such information could not emerge without actual warfare prompting it to be discovered. If war prompts this continuous back-andforth process of discovering new military capabilities, and if violence is restrained to the relatively low levels typical of an insurgency, how can the question of which belligerent is stronger be settled? 1 The bargaining failure literature attempts to answer questions about why wars break out, persist, and end. For all sides, wars are extremely costly and these costs diminish the amount of resources left to be split once hostilities cease. These losses are potential gains to be captured if, ex ante, both sides can reach a bargain based on who the likely victor of a war would have been. Both sides could in principle bring knowledge of their resolve and military capabilities to the table and compare their relative positions, walking away with a bargain that redistributes wealth without having to first destroy any through fighting in order to discover who has the upper hand. The literature offers three main explanations for why this preferable state of affairs mostly goes unrealized and instead descends into war. First, the issues or resources being fought over are indivisible. Second, there are issues of credibly committing to the bargain. Third, there is private information about the relative resolve and military capabilities of one or more sides to the conflict. This uncertainty can cause miscalculations about relative strength that make war appear more attractive than it would be under perfect information. 2 This third explanation comes with an additional caveat where agents are purely rational: Agents intentionally cause uncertainty as they are looking to gain strategic advantage from it, such as by lying about the number and location of their nuclear submarines. This excludes explanations of uncertainty stemming from the irrational biases of imperfect agents, but it does not address persistent uncertainty about military capabilities stemming from issues of decentralized knowledge and military entrepreneurship. It also does not explain the long periods of continual adaption in military capabilities seen in wars such as those in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Using the example of improvised weaponry, this article addresses a deficiency in the private information explanation of bargaining failure. Improvised weapons, like the one that stumped U.S. bomb technicians, depend on highly decentralized information in their construction, and they produce highly decentralized information in their use. Decentralized information is difficult to incorporate into a centralized bargaining process and tends to create persistent uncertainty regarding relative capabilities instead. Warfare does reveal information but it also incentivizes the discovery of new capabilities when old ones fail to provide defense, at least partially offsetting the gains in information it otherwise provides. 3 I take as given the restraint counterinsurgents show in escalating the level of violence to heights sometimes reached in conventional wars where improvised weapons, and the information they depend on and generate, may no longer matter. The nature of the weapons improvised in places like Afghanistan and Iraq would likely be inconsequential if Coalition Forces had resorted to total war or nuclear weapons. Instead, restrictive rules of engagement and a focus on nationbuilding give insurgents breathing room to discover weapons capable of influencing a (relatively) low-intensity, lowviolence war. The bargaining failure literature extends to insurgencies, but argues that the difficulty of reaching a bargain in these types of wars comes from insurgent's superior knowledge of the local population and terrain, and from the weakness of local governments. While that may be correct, the insurgents' superior knowledge of local resources and enemy disposition should not remain unexamined. 4 I also distinguish between adaptation as it occurs in conventional war and adaptation through weapons improvisation in insurgencies. Adaptation in conventional military capital tends to be standardized to facilitate mass production, and this makes calculating the changes in relative strength those adaptations represent easier. In contrast, improvised weapons are constructed from whatever resources are locally available which makes for a much higher number of unique weapons with unique contributions to insurgents' strength, making evaluations of relative strength far more difficult. The decentralized construction of many different improvised weapons is reinforced by the high costs insurgents would face in scaling up and standardizing improvised weapon construction. The larger their production operations the more obvious and easy to target they become for their conventionally stronger opponents.
The article proceeds as follows. The next section explores the private information problem as currently viewed in the bargaining failure literature. The section thereafter demonstrates the impact of decentralized information on the bargaining process, with examples drawn from the Joint I.E.D. Defeat Organization's (JIEDDO) counter-IED (CIED) efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq. The final section concludes with the implications for the bargaining failure theory of war and the decision to go to war.
Private information in the bargaining failure literature
The problem of private information for the bargaining process has been widely explored in the bargaining failure literature. Fearon answers the most basic question: Aware that they could split a larger ex ante pool of resources by sharing information instead of fighting, why would rational combatants choose to keep private information about their capabilities hidden? The answer is that, as compared to peaceful negotiation, the parties retain an element of potential surprise each believes may lead to a favorable outcome in war. As Meirowitz and Satori show, the strategic advantages that come from private information can be so great that not only do agents withhold it, they also choose to invest in military capabilities that generate it.
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Just which private information is considered relevant for the bargaining process necessarily changes with the kind of war being fought. Information about where the best guerilla hideouts are in a mountainous region being held private matters far more in a low-intensity insurgency than it does in a nuclear war. Indeed, weapons improvisation tends to occur more often in insurgencies than in conventional wars because of the relatively lower level of violence. The bargaining failure literature does explore the question of private information in these kinds of wars: Insurgents tend to have superior Using the example of improvised weaponry, this article addresses a deficiency in the private information explanation of bargaining failure. Improvised weapons often depend on highly decentralized information in their construction and, correspondingly, they often produce highly decentralized information in their use. Such decentralized information is difficult to incorporate into a centralized bargaining process, and thus it tends to create persistent uncertainty regarding relative fighting capabilities. Warfare does reveal information, but it also incentivizes the discovery of new capabilities when old ones fail to provide defense, at least partially offsetting the gains in information it otherwise provides.
knowledge, that they can keep hidden, of not just the local terrain but also of the local population and local government. 6 Whatever the nature of the private information, however, the bargaining failure literature treats the private information problem as a temporary one. After all, there is no intrinsic value in holding a secret. The secret is valuable only when combined with action and that action then reveals the secret, allowing beliefs about the probability of victory to converge and making bargaining more likely. War is taken to be a quick and effective revealer of private information concerning military capabilities both, because those capabilities are not thought to change very much and because the stakes are so high that there is intense pressure to capitalize on any advantage as quickly as possible. The incentive to exploit advantages is therefore enough to prompt the quick and reliable revelation of private information that may have hindered the bargaining process. 7 Entrepreneurship does not feature prominently in the bargaining failure literature. The intentional generation of private information could be considered an entrepreneurial act, and sustainable entrepreneurial search for new and better solutions to the problems posed during war is not present in the theory. Existing models allow for secretive investment in an aggregate measure of strength that is then revealed during a subsequent phase of fighting or for the capture of homogenous objectives-usually forts-during a phase of fighting that then has an impact on a subsequent bargaining phase. The literature contends that the more phases of bargaining and fighting there are in a war, the more certain both sides become regarding their relative capabilities. Technological change, however, is recognized as an impediment to this march toward certainty. Technological change is driven by military and commercial entrepreneurs and can generate new information that must be discovered through fighting, but the literature treats this kind of change as relevant for assessments between wars rather than assessments within a given war. Relevant technological change comes too slowly for it to enable private information to be a persistent problem. 8 To summarize, the main theoretical stream of bargaining failure due to private information rests on some critical assumptions. First, actors involved in bargaining and fighting are either unitary or else experience little difficulty in relaying newly discovered information (internally or externally) from discoverer to bargainer. Issues of credibility are explored in the literature but are separately considered. Second, private information is only a rational explanation for war if it is being consciously misrepresented for strategic gain. Nonrational explanations may include mistaken interpretations and biases but these are separately considered. Third, war quickly and reliably reveals private information about military capabilities regardless of the type of war. This is due to the strong incentive to quickly exploit informational advantages and due to technological change occurring too slowly to outpace the discovery process of warfighting in a sustained way. These three assumptions are challenged in the next section.
Improvised weapons and decentralized information in Afghanistan and Iraq
Using unitary actors in the bargaining failure model has certain advantages in terms of simplicity, but a proper analysis of the private information problem requires that we introduce more complexity. Hayek noted that one of the chief problems a central planner faces is that of acquiring the vast sums of information needed to direct economic activity. Localized knowledge of where resources are, where they are wanted, and what can be done with them creates what Hayek called a "division of knowledge" no less complex than the familiar division of labor. Where a bargainer is dealing primarily with standardized military forces, the problem-though still daunting-is more manageable. A far more difficult problem is faced when trying to communicate the local knowledge of all weapons improvisers concerning what inputs are available for their craft, and what they expect to be able to achieve with them, to a bargainer in a manner that is timely and which will not overload the bargainer with information. 9 The principal-agent problem at play here is not one of misaligned incentives. Even assuming perfectly aligned interests between bargainers and weapons improvisers, the capacity of bargainers to receive all necessary information, and the capacity of weapons improvisers to transmit all necessary information, is as much in doubt as the ability of all economic actors to transmit the necessary information they have to a central planner. The private information needed to produce improvised weapons, and the private information those weapons themselves produce, is so decentralized in nature that bargaining failure occurs simply due to the complexity of the knowledge problem. While prices serve as efficient means of communicating decentralized information in markets, there is no corresponding mechanism in warfare. An exploration of how numerous and heterogenous are the inputs into improvised weapons will show the overwhelming nature of the knowledge problem which thus far has been obscured by reliance on aggregate measures of "strength" or "deadliness" that fit better into formalized models.
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In the making of IEDs set off by the movement or actions of their victims, Afghan improvisers worked with a wide variety of inputs just in the construction of the triggering device. They used saw blades, strips of aluminum foil from cigarette packets, bed springs, bike springs, planks of wood, strips of foam, water bottles, shampoo bottles, ballpoint pens, and still other civilian goods and resources. Casings for IEDs could be found in ordinary items like slow cookers or propane tanks or pipes, or in military items like artillery shells or ammunition cases. Fragmentation effects could be achieved with nails, screws, scrap metal, rocks, and other perfectly common resources. More advanced explosive effects could be achieved with copper when superheated by the detonation of an IED, and that copper could be found in home electrical wiring, home appliances, TV sets, computers, and other sources. The explosives themselves came from multiple sources, with the two most common being potassium chlorate (the substance that makes matches burn) and fertilizers like ammonium nitrate.
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It is tempting to think that the problem faced by the weapons improviser is that of discovering the single-most cost-efficient IED that can be produced from this myriad of possible inputs, but it would be foolish to draw this conclusion. Instead, the improviser is engaged in constantly discovering the most cost-efficient designs which are compatible with shifting resource availability, changing prices for inputs, and a dynamic war against an adaptive opponent. If, say, metallic inputs produced the most cost-efficient IED and the weapons improviser came to rely on those metallic inputs, then the opponent could drastically improve the odds of victory by investing heavily in metal detectors. To remain effective, the improviser has to substitute into other inputs made of plastic or wood, for instance. Constant change of design, and thus constant change of inputs, characteristics, and effects, is a necessity for the weapons improviser.
The list of possible inputs into IEDs given above was a small selection. Other examples are discussed further on in this article. The total list of possible inputs is unknowable for the simple reason that war causes a tremendous shift in priorities and results in resources intended for home or commercial uses to be diverted to the pursuit of victory. In dire enough situations weapons improvisers emerge to "throw the kitchen sink" at the problems imposed by their enemies, meaning their search of suitable inputs spans both military goods and all civilian goods. Organizing such a list of possible inputs and their possible effects is clearly an impossible task, and such a list would give bargainers what military professionals call "analysis paralysis". The only way for this decentralized information to be uncovered is through the efforts of dispersed improvisers to conduct local searches. The local nature of the information they depend on (for instance, this region has plentiful sources of copper wiring and is heavily trafficked by armored vehicles) and constantly changing environment ensure that relevant information about military capabilities remains privately held at levels below the bargainer.
A few challenges may be raised to the argument that this kind of decentralized information is relevant. It may be said that production of successful improvised weapons will be scaled up the way production of a successful commercial product is. This would make knowledge of a weapon's characteristics and effects widespread and make concern over the process of discovery a temporary matter at best. This does not happen for two reasons. First, scaled up production requires more machinery and larger buildings. These are more easily identified and targeted by counterinsurgent forces than a less productive but also less conspicuous private home. Second, scaled up production requires reliable access to the same inputs, and unless one is to assume that no effort is made to deny access to those inputs one must conclude that changes in weapon design will be frequent. In fact, attempts to control or ban access to explosive materials resulted in shortages and high prices for inputs like fertilizer. Improvised weapons have a plethora of substitutes, though, and when improvisers were forced to switch from fertilizer explosives to cheaper or legal substitutes the result was a change in the characteristics of their weapons, namely larger explosive yields.
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Another challenge that may be raised is that the individual characteristics of the improvised weapons do not matter for the bargaining process, only some notion of their aggregate "effectiveness" or "deadliness". Ignoring the obvious problem of how such an aggregate would be measured or defined, the deeper problem is that different improvised weapons are created for different purposes and will also produce different effects depending on the countermeasures they face. Some IEDs are created to target personnel on foot, some are designed to function in urban environments rather than in open fields, some are designed to punch through vehicle armor, and so on. Attempting to find an aggregate measure of their "effectiveness" makes no more sense than searching through the Army's bridging vehicles, earth movers, armored personnel carriers, and tanks for a measure of their "vehicleness". Moreover, two improvised weapons with the same explosive yield may be thought to be effectively the same, but if jamming efforts can block the signal receiver of one and not of the other then any measure of their actual effectiveness would differ where those jammers were present. The complexity of the input problem and the unique weapons that improvisation produces cannot be usefully abstracted away.
Since the nature of the private information used in the construction and fielding of improvised weapons is decentralized, it should not surprise that neither the counterinsurgent nor the insurgents themselves begin their war with anything like full knowledge of the effect those weapons may have. The trouble improvisers would have trying to share their local knowledge combined with the lack of incentive to discover that knowledge before war breaks out (that is, the incentive to use civilian goods for civilian purposes absent a war) makes for a situation where relevant private information exists and remains private despite no one intentionally misrepresenting it.
The incentive to discover improvised weapons comes with the failure of the conventional weapons that were supposed to defend the area the improviser is in. Coalition The Taliban, and other Afghan insurgents, were slow to realize the impact the IED could have on Coalition forces. Had they held private information about how effective the weapons could be, there would have been no reason for them to attempt the conventional forms of resistance that ended so quickly and catastrophically. The six year transition away from direct fire ambushes to IED attacks and the sustained large changes in the number of effective incidents year after year reveal a very long process of insurgents discovering their own private information.
14 The problem of private information in the form of highly decentralized knowledge, which is constantly changing as opponents adapt to one another, is all the more serious for the bargaining process if it is too complex for the information revealing properties of warfighting to cope with. War is widely treated as a quick and reliable method of revealing private information in the bargaining failure literature. The more warfighting struggles to reveal relevant private information, the longer that war must become before a bargain can be reached. Smith and Stam have argued that technological change could cause beliefs about the probability of victory to diverge but there is currently a hole in the bargaining failure literature regarding whether or not technological change can occur rapidly enough within a given war to explain why, for instance, insurgencies last so much longer than other wars. 15 The vast number and heterogeneity of inputs into improvised weapons offers great adaptability to the improviser. This adaptability is, in reality, technological change tailored to meet the demands of the situation the improviser faces. Where new models of traditional military capital, like jets, can get stuck in development for decades, the makers of IEDs in Afghanistan and Iraq were often able to alter their designs within months, making previously useless bombs useful once again. The constant changes and improvements made just to the subset of IEDs known as remotely triggered IEDs serves as an excellent demonstration of how the information-revealing properties of warfighting can be outpaced by the rate of technological change.
Remotely triggering IEDs is generally the preferred method of detonating IEDs because of the safety it offers the triggerman and the flexibility it allows in timing attacks. These properties provide ample incentive to improvise new remote triggering devices when old ones are countered, even when opposition forces are sinking nearly a billion dollars into anti-remote triggering measures year after year. Afghan insurgents began remotely detonating IEDs with a very crude weapon called the Spider as early as 2002, before JIEDDO had been formed. The Spider used radio receivers and digital signal decoders like those found in commercially available walkie-talkies, lamp bases from fluorescent lights converted into firing circuits, and whatever explosives were available. Pre-JIEDDO efforts such as the Warlock family of jammers were intended to jam the frequencies these devices operated on or to pre-detonate them, and they were successful at first. This spurred improvisers to search for alternate remote triggering methods. Improviser search of local civilian goods revealed garage door openers and key fobs which operated at a lower power level than what the Warlock could pick up and modify in time to work. A back and forth between new remote triggers and jamming on new frequencies and power levels ensued until somewhere between 2006 and 2007 when JIEDDO combined a variety of jammers so as to win the fight over the use of the electromagnetic spectrum. By the end of 2007 JIEDDO had increased the number of jammers being used by the Army and Marine Corps up to 37,000 and was claiming to have reduced the use of remote triggering across Iraq and Afghanistan from 80 percent of IEDs with identified triggering mechanisms to 20 percent. However, the same also report notes that the number of IED incidents in Afghanistan grew during that same year, and while remote triggering fell out of favor in Iraq it continued to be the preferred method of detonation in Afghanistan. The different contexts in which the wars were taking place produced different results for JIEDDO's countermeasures, and even what success they had would be short-lived. 16 In December of 2007, Lieutenant General Thomas Metz became head of JIEDDO, when jamming efforts were enjoying overall increased success. Two years later, in October 2009, in a Congressional hearing on defeating IEDs he was asked to comment on the performance of the jamming technologies that JIEDDO continued to invest in. His response was: "Well, sir, it was interesting when I took over from General Meigs, he said, 'The good part about your tenure is you are going to be out of the jamming business.' The problem is the enemy votes, and the enemy has stayed adaptive in his use of the electromagnetic spectrum. So although we thought we had done enough in the jamming business that it would then transition to the services, we needed to stay in the jamming business because the enemy decided to move to different frequencies and make things more complex."
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The fight for the electromagnetic spectrum had been going on for over five years by the time General Meigs made his claim about being out of the jamming business. He believed that the march toward certainty about relative capabilities had been completed, but in 2008 JIEDDO was still funding jammer research and updates while increasing the number of deployed jammers up to 47,000. In 2009 Lieutenant General Metz was admitting that the jamming approach to defeating IEDs cost "... in a couple of those years close to $1 billion" and that remotely detonated IEDs remained a significant concern. The JIEDDO annual report for 2010 gives little detail on the actual jamming technologies pursued but does still have them listed as an ongoing investment, and therefore an ongoing threat. The incremental progress of JIEDDO's jamming systems eventually drove up the relative cost of remote detonation for Afghan insurgents enough so as to cause them to favor other triggering methods such as victim-operated or command-wire detonated, although they never forced them off remote detonation altogether. By 2010 Afghan insurgents had had roughly three years of high operating costs in remote detonation thanks to JIEDDO's jammers. Three years of search spurred by these costs led improvisers to discover a substitute that used the unique high-powered radio waves produced by Coalition jammers as a triggering mechanism. Such an IED makes the use of jammers dangerous and opens the door again for developments in remote detonation if jammers are turned off to avoid it, sparking a new round of discovery regarding relative capabilities.
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In this one subtype of IED alone there were eight years of search and uncertainty. The continuous pressure of occupation led to sustained innovation, made possible by unaccounted for masses of adaptable civilian goods and resources and which lasted far longer than existing theories allow for. The technological change made possible by improviser adaptation was aided by civilian technological development. New cellular technologies and hardware are constantly being put out to the market and, combined with the improviser's ability to iterate on designs quickly, the result is a rate of technological change that can frustrate war's information-revealing properties within a given war rather than in the longer periods between wars.
Conclusion
Weapons improvisation helps weaker belligerents frustrate better armed and funded militaries by creating uncertainty around important military capabilities. Improvisation is a form of substitution, and substitution spurred by a cost increase increases with time. The counterinsurgency strategies that prevail today depend on long time lines to subdue the insurgency and address its social, political, and economic roots. Counterinsurgency strategies that depend on long time lines to perform "clear, hold, and build" operations play directly into the strength of weapons improvisers who use that time to find substitutes. Moreover, counterinsurgency best practices usually involve foot patrols that put counterinsurgents in closer contact with the local populations they wish to influence. Without this close contact the counterinsurgent has difficulty gaining the trust of the population and gaining access to local intelligence. Improvised weapons like IEDs tend to push counterinsurgents into the greater protection of vehicle-mounted patrols, which prevents them from easily interacting with the local population that is supposed to be their prize. Given these difficulties, a second look is necessary whenever planning a war against what appears to be a weak opponent. Their apparent weakness could quickly turn into adaptability sufficient to resist overly optimistic foreigners. If a nation is dead set on fighting a weaker opponent, this analysis of weapons improvisation suggests a quick and limited war with goals and time lines drastically cut back-where feasible in political, budgetary, military, moral, and other ways.
